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NSS Bird Group Records Committee Submission Form  
 
Species: Common Swift Apus apus pekinensis 

Number of 

birds: 

1 Age / Sex: NIL 

Locality: Henderson Waves 

Date(s): 27 October 2020 

Time(s): 1033 

Duration: 2 minutes 

Earlier / later dates 

by others, if known: 

Of this same individual, none, but Singapore’s first record on 9 October 2020. 

First / last dates, if 

known: 

27 October 2020 

Observer: Sin Yong Chee Keita 

Address: NIL 

Optical aids used: Nikon Monarch 5 10x42 

Distance from bird: 50m to approximately 200m (?) 

Weather/tide 

conditions: 

Fair sky. A breezy but sunny day with most raptors and swallows flying very high. 

Previous experience: NIL 

Experience with 

similar species: 

Plenty of experience with Pacific Swift A. pacificus and House Swift A. nipalensis. Some experience 

with Cook’s Swift A. cooki. 

Who found it: Sin Yong Chee Keita Who identified it: Sin Yong Chee Keita 

Other Observers: Tan Gim Cheong, Deborah Friets 

 
 

Was it photographed: Yes 

Name of 

photographer: 

Sin Yong Chee Keita, Tan Gim Cheong, Deborah Friets 

Was it trapped / 

ringed: 

No 

Name of ringer: NIL 

Calls: None 

Is this record 100% 

certain: 

Yes 

Any who disagree: No 
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Description: Please include an account of the relevant circumstances of the observation and a detailed description of 

the bird(s), preferably based on notes taken at the time of the observation before reference to any literature. Please 

attach copies of the original field notes / photographs where possible. 

 

Circumstances (Explain how you first saw the bird, how long you watched it for, etc) 
I began my typical Henderson Waves raptor watch at 0923. I speculated that the poor weather one day before would have 

thwarted diurnal migration and was hence expecting a stream of birds to fly over the bridge. However, apart from a pair of 

Pacific Swifts at 0930, migrants were only sporadically observed, with raptors being represented mostly by Japanese 
Sparrowhawks and Oriental Honey Buzzards. The other common migrants including Barn Swallows, Red-rumped Swallows 

and Blue-tailed Bee-eaters were flying rather high, probably indicating that the raptors were migrating at even higher, 

unobservable heights. A single Asian House Martin appeared very briefly at 1026 but activity was otherwise rather dull. 

 

At 1033, I found a flock of at least 11 Apus swifts (that were not House Swifts) soaring southeast from the bridge. While 

scanning and counting the birds, one particular individual stood out to me as being different. The bird twisted and turned 

erratically and I was somehow unable to find a white rump. I stared at it for another few seconds. Still no white rump. The bird 

then flew slightly closer. Still no white rump. It then struck me that I was observing a Common Swift and I called out to Gim 

Cheong and Deborah to track the bird. Within a few seconds the entire flock of swifts moved towards the aerial space north of 

the bridge and we thereafter photographed the bird to acquire as much evidence as possible. The whole action lasted for about 

two minutes and all of the swifts eventually disappeared into thin air (as they always do). 

 
Upon inspection of the photographs, the Common Swift was preening in flight, probably explaining its rather erratic 

movement. During the two minutes of observation, I lost track of the Common Swift thrice but was somehow able to easily 

pick it out among the flock of ~10 Pacific Swift. In retrospect, this was likely due to the Common Swift having a more 

“compact” appearance in the field compared to the elongated and more elegant looking Pacific Swifts – a feature that 

photographs and plates will never be able to portray. The flight pattern seemed different as well, though I am unable to 

pinpoint the factor that led to this difference. (The Pacific Swifts seemed to sweep their wings further back when accelerating 

compared to the Common Swift, but I am not sure how accurate this impression actually is.) 

 

Posture, size, shape 

 
Like Pacific Swift but with a less pointed head and thicker base to the wings. The tail shape – forked, fanned or thin – was very 

variable (see photos).  

 

Behaviour (including interactions with other birds, voice, etc) 

 
Flying together with at least 10 Pacific Swifts, though no direct interactions observed. No calls heard. 

 

Physical Description 
 

BARE PARTS: NIL 

 

HEAD: Pale chin + upper throat contrasting strongly with the dark underparts (as opposed to Pacific Swift which pale throat 

typically spills over). Pale forehead. 
 

UPPERPARTS: Uniformly dark underparts with no scaly pattern. Dark underwing coverts contrasting with grey flight feathers 

but only observable in good light. 

 

UNDERPARTS: Uniformly dark upperparts 

 

Identification (Please mention possible confusion species, especially commoner ones, and how these 

were eliminated) 
 
From other resident swifts: Aerodramus swiftlets obviously smaller, less elongated, and with greyish-brown plumage and pale 

rump. Much smaller Plume-toed Swiftlet has white underparts among other features. Marginally similar Asian Palm Swift also 

smaller and with a uniform plain brown plumage (lacks white throat and forehead). 

 

From other Asian Apus swifts: House Swift has a completely different shape (notably, shorter, square-cut tail among other 

features). The similarly shaped Pacific and Cook’s Swift can be ruled out from the lack of white rump. Dark-rumped Swift 

lacks white on rump but has white-scaled underparts and dark throat instead. 

 

From nominate race of Common Swift A. apus apus: the much less expected nominate race of the Common Swift (that breeds 

in Europe and winters in Africa) has darker forehead. 
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